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1.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

1.1

Planning permission is sought for a residential development of 35 new homes for
social rent or other affordable tenures. The proposals represent the first phase in
a wider development of 93 properties also currently under consideration for
planning permission in principle, as assessed under application 21/03683/PIP.
For this first phase of development, the range of house types comprise:
•

1 no. 4 bedroom house;

•

12 no. 3 bedroom houses;

•

1 no. 2 bedroom house;

•

15 no. 2 bedroom flats;

•

6 no. 1 bedroom flats.

This first phase of development will be delivered a mix of affordable housing
tenures including the provision of homes for low-cost home ownership and social
rent.
1.2

The application site borders on Castle Avenue, with vehicle access to be taken
from the public road at this point.

1.3

The applicant utilised the Council’s Pre-Application Advice Service for Major
Developments and the Council’s Street Design Review prior to submission. In
summary, the advice provided set out that:
The proposal offers the opportunity to deliver a substantial quantity of housing,
including affordable housing, and provides an opportunity to deliver a high-quality
development. It must however be delivered with a holistic approach to the land
adjacent to the site which performs an important function as a green corridor for
existing residents. In addition to the above, support for the development would be
dependent on satisfactory resolution of a number issues/observations raised by
consultees.

1.4

1.5

The application has been supported by the following information:
•

Design and Access Statement

•

Drainage Statement

•

Archaeological Site Investigation Assessment

•

Landscaping Schedule

•

Tree Survey Schedule

•

Transport Assessment

•

Ecological Assessment Report

Since validation of the application the following variations have been made to the
application: revised site layouts - 07 January 2022, altering parking and common
areas to meet Forestry Officer’s comments

2.

SITE DESCRIPTION

2.1

The application site is roughly rectangular shaped area of land, based around the
corner of Gordon Terrace to the north and Castle Avenue to the east. The west
side of Castle Avenue and the north and south sides of Gordon Terrace are
characterised by 20th Century housing development. On Gordon Terrace, this is
characterised mainly by 2 storey semi-detached houses and cottage flats,
although ‘Harbour View’, directly to the west of the application site, incorporates
more modern semi-detached properties, completed in the 2000’s. To the east of
the application site, the surroundings are mainly open, incorporating the Ross
Sutherland Rugby Club grounds.

2.2

The site currently has an informal rough vehicle access in place off Castle Avenue
which connects to Invergordon Town Centre to the south and, via Academy Road,
to the A9 Trunk Road, via Tomich Junction.

2.3

The site is currently covered in self-seeded grasses and scrub, although the
northern and western boundaries incorporate some more established mature
trees lining Gordon Terrace and Castle Avenue. The site was last formerly used
as a military depot and as a result there may be residual land contamination.
Before this, the site had a more diverse history as part of the Invergordon naval
base and as an army camp, with the resulting potential for archaeology to remain.
The site is capable of connection into the surrounding public water supply and foul
and surface water sewer network, with several of these assets crossing the
landholding.

2.4

The site is not designated as at risk of coastal or fluvial flooding on either the
SEPA online maps or the Council’s more detailed GIS records. Isolated areas of
potential pluvial (surface water) flood risk are identified in the central area of the
application site.

3.

PLANNING HISTORY

3.1

-

21/03683/PIP: Erection of 93 residential units, Pending
access roads, landscaping and ancillary Consideration
infrastructure

3.2

14 June 2021

21/01819/PAN: Proposal of Application Notice Case Closed
for development of up to 93 residential units
and associated infrastructure

3.3

27 May 2011

05/00325/OUTRC: Formation of 5 Serviced Application
Building Plots (Outline)
Withdrawn

3.4

27 May 2011

05/00323/FULRC: Erection of 16 Houses Application
(Detail) & Construction of Site Access Road Withdrawn
(Southwest area of application site)

3.5

11
February 05/00061/OUTRC: Extension to Expiry Date of Application
2005
Existing Outline Planning Permission (Erection Withdrawn
of Supermarket, 40 Bed Lodge Motel and

Public House, Church/Recreational Facility
(Including Retail Impact Assessment) (Outline Resubmission)
3.6

30
2002

January 01/00503/OUTRC: Erection of Supermarket, Application
40 Bed Lodge Motel and Public House, Permitted
Church/Recreational Facility (Including Retail
Impact Assessment) (Outline - Resubmission)
(Current application site)

3.7

19 March 2001

00/00021/OUTRC: Amendments to approved Application
masterplan (outline) for relocation of site for Refused
hotel/public house, relocation of site for
church/community use and incorporate site for
neighbourhood centre comprising supermarket
and one small shop unit. (Current application
site)

3.8

27 March 2000

00/00062/OUTRC: Erection of 24 low-cost Application
housing units. (Current application site)
Permitted

4.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

4.1

Advertised: Ross-shire
Development: 14 Days

Journal,

Unknown

Neighbour

and

Schedule

3

Date Advertised: 20 August 2021
Representation deadline: 23 November 2021

4.2

Timeous representations:

3 from 3 households

Late representations:

None

Material considerations raised are summarised as follows:
a) Concerns over potential loss of residential amenity; namely privacy and
sunlight and daylight, to the surrounding residential properties.
b) Concerns over the loss of site as a local green space resource and the
potential for protected species to be present on the site.
c) Concerns over the appropriateness of the design against that established
in housing in the area

4.3

All letters of representation are available for inspection via the Council’s eplanning
portal
which
can
be
accessed
through
the
internet
www.wam.highland.gov.uk/wam.

5.

CONSULTATIONS

5.1

Invergordon Community Council: do not object to the application. The
Community Council made comments that they would prefer to see a higher ratio
of housing for private ownership within the development, in the interest of

providing local people the opportunity to purchase a property in the town. They
also raised concerns regarding the impact of parking along Castle Avenue on
rugby match days and when social events are hosted considering that the vehicle
access point to the development will be located here. The Community Council
raised issues with visibility and restriction in traffic flow due to cars parked along
the roadside.
5.2

Access Officer: does not object to the application. - The Access Officer provided
The Access Officer commented on the He has comments on the footpath links
proposed to the ‘Black Path’ core path as well as the greenspace provision. They
suggested path junctions be fitted with wider ‘bell mouths’ to avoid worn desire
lines cutting corners. The degree of green space and play facilities proposed were
considered one of the most positive aspects of the development.

5.3

Contaminated Land Team: do not object to the application The Team’s records
indicate that the site was used as a diesel storage depot and tank farm. The tanks
were removed and the site reprofiled in 1991. There have been a number of
subsequent site investigations and the applicant must provide a scheme to deal
with potential contamination, secured by condition. This should focus on how the
new drainage arrangements could effect the leachability of contaminants from the
soil. The applicant’s environmental consultant is currently discussing these issues
directly with the Contaminated Land Team.

5.4

Development Plans Team: does not object to the application – The majority of
the site is allocated for housing in the Inner Moray Firth Local Development Plan
(IMFLDP) with the neighbouring greenspace allocation surround the Black Path
protected. The Development Plans Team also provided advice on the developer
contributions required to support expansion of the local leisure centre.

5.5

Environmental Health Officer: does not object to the application – The main
areas of concern relate to the construction phases of the new development.
Environmental Health recommended that construction phase noise and dust
mitigation schemes be secured by condition, as well as measures to control
vibration during the construction phase.

5.6

Flood Risk Management Team: do not object to the application. Given the
pluvial flood risk areas identified on the site, the Team recommended a condition
to secure a finalised drainage design for review in advance of development
commencing. This shall include confirmation of agreed surface water discharge
rates from the site into the existing Scottish Water network. Network simulations
and flood routing plans shall be provided that demonstrate that storms up to and
including the 1 in 200 year plus climate event will be managed within the site
boundary without flooding to property or critical roads.

5.7

Forestry Officer: does not object to the application. The applicant has worked
with the officer to address concerns relating to tree protection in the northwest
corner of the site. The Forestry Officer was satisfied with the applicant’s Tree
Protection Plan, Arboricultural Impact Assessment and Method Statement for this
phase of the development. They recommended a condition to secure further
information on the overall site landscaping in advance of development
commencing.

5.8

Historic Environment Team: (Archaeology) do not object to the
application. Given the longer-term history of the site, they recommended that
a programme of work for the survey and recording of any features of
archaeological and historic interest in advance of development or site
clearance, be secured via condition.

5.9

WSP on behalf of Transport Planning Team: do not object to the application.
The applicant’s Transport Assessment is generally satisfactory WSP
recommended - several conditions, to secure a detailed phasing of the road and
street layout, Travel, Traffic Management and Access Management Plans and a
scheme for provision of EV charging points throughout the development.

5.10

Scottish Water: do not object to the application advising that there is sufficient
capacity in the local water supply and public sewer network to service the
proposals. Given the scale of the proposals, the development may impact upon
existing Scottish Water assets and the applicant should contact the agency to any
potential conflict can be identified.

5.11

Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA): do not object to the
application and raised no further comments.

5.12

Transport Scotland: does not object to the application and did not raise further
comments. While it is understood that the agency has concerns regarding the
operation of the Tomich Junction onto the A9 Trunk Road, there is currently not a
project or protocol to direct developer contributions toward.

6.

DEVELOPMENT PLAN POLICY
The following policies are relevant to the assessment of the application

6.1

Highland Wide Local Development Plan 2012
28 - Sustainable Design
29 - Design Quality & Place-making
31 - Developer Contributions
32 – Affordable Housing
34 - Settlement Development Areas
42 - Previously Used Land
51 - Trees and Development
56 - Travel
57 - Natural, Built & Cultural Heritage
58 - Protected Species
64 - Flood Risk
65 - Waste Water Treatment
66 - Surface Water Drainage

74 - Green Networks
75 - Open Space
77 - Public Access
6.2

Inner Moray Firth Local Local Development Plan (IMFLDP) (2015):
Policy 2 – Delivering Development
Within the Invergordon Settlement Development Area (SDA)
Site IG3 – Cromlet: considered suitable for higher density housing.

6.3

Highland Council Supplementary Planning Policy Guidance
Access to Single Houses and Small Housing Developments (May 2011)
Construction Environmental Management Process for Large Scale Projects
(August 2010)
Developer Contributions (March 2018)
Flood Risk and Drainage Impact Assessment (Jan 2013)
Green Networks (Jan 2013)
Highland Historic Environment Strategy (Jan 2013)
Highland's Statutorily Protected Species (March 2013)
Houses in Multiple Occupation (March 2013)
Managing Waste in New Developments (March 2013)
Open Space in New Residential Developments (Jan 2013)
Physical Constraints (March 2013)
Public Art Strategy (March 2013)
Roads and Transport Guidelines for New Developments (May 2013)
Standards for Archaeological Work (March 2012)
Sustainable Design Guide (Jan 2013)
Trees, Woodlands and Development (Jan 2013)

7.

OTHER MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS

7.1

Scottish Government Planning Policy and Guidance
Scottish Planning Policy (as amended December 2020)
National Planning Framework 3
Designing Streets
Creating Places

8.

PLANNING APPRAISAL

8.1

Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 requires
planning applications to be determined in accordance with the development plan
unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
Determining Issues

8.2

This means that the application requires to be assessed against all policies of the
Development Plan relevant to the application, all national and local policy
guidance and all other material considerations relevant to the application.

8.3

The key considerations in this case are:
a) compliance with the development plan and other planning policy
b) design, streetscape and residential amenity
c) access and travel
d) flood risk, drainage and servicing
e) impact on natural heritage, landscaping and open space
f)

impact on infrastructure and services and proposed mitigation
(developer contributions)

g) any other material considerations.
Development plan/other planning policy
8.4

Both the Highland wide Local Development Plan (HwLDP) and Inner Moray Firth
Local Development Plan (IMFLDP) support the principle of development of new
homes in the settlement development area and the principle of residential
development on this site may be considered as established through the IMFLDP.

8.5

The principal policy framework relating to the development of the site is set out in
the IMFLDP. Development of sites designated within the plan will be supported,
subject to provision of the necessary infrastructure, services and facilities. Larger
sites must be appropriately masterplanned. Each phase of development will need
to show its relationship to this overall masterplan and demonstrate how the
required infrastructure will be delivered. In this respect, the IMFLDP notes several
issues affecting further development in Invergordon. These include the condition
of the education estate in the area as well as the capacity of the Tomich Junction
from the town onto the A9 trunk road. The applicant has submitted an indicative
site layout and masterplan which creates a framework for the phased
development of the wider site. Additionally, the applicant’s supporting information
and the consultation responses address the wider concerns within the settlement,
as identified in the IMFLDP.

8.6

It is accepted that residential development of the scale proposed, can be
accommodated satisfactorily on the site. The planning assessment that follows
sets out how the detailed house design and layout for the first phase presented
here, addresses the subject specific considerations listed in the HwLDP policies.

Design, streetscape and residential amenity
8.7

The 35 proposed housing units will consist of 2 two-storey detached houses, 12
two-storey semi-detached houses, a terraced row of 8 cottage flats and a further
three storey corner block of 9 flats steeping down to a block of four cottage flats.
The designs are unique to the development and overall, the breakdown of
accommodation consists of 8 one-bedroom properties, with the balance having
two bedrooms or above. All properties will be finished in facing brickwork on the
external walls, with elements of timber effect cladding and aluminium clad timber
windows. Roofs will be finished in smooth concrete roof tiles, with an exact
schedule of finishing materials to be secured via condition, in advance of
development commencing. The proposed homes are arranged around a looping
road, to be taken off the access for the wider site, off a new junction on Castle
Avenue.

8.8

The different house types are used to create identifiable zones within the layout.
The use of repeated pitched roofs with regular openings echoes the traditional
rhythm of housing established in the area, but provides the development with its
own character.

8.9

Beyond the main entrance, the street will be developed as ‘shared surfaces’, with
a minimum of the kinds of traditional traffic management features that have
tended to allow vehicle drivers to assume priority, encouraging driver awareness
and vehicle speed reduction. Parking will be accommodated within the house
plots and for the flatted aspects of the development, within dedicated courtyards,
prioritising the street as a site of pedestrian movement and activity over vehicle
traffic. Some on street parking is also proposed, providing a further incentive to
driver caution.

8.10

The proposals also relate well to the surroundings, maintaining an active frontage,
with the new residential properties overlooking Castle Avenue and Gordon
Terrace, encouraging an atmosphere of passive surveillance and security. Where
possible, garden areas and green spaces, including the large play area, are also
orientated to make best use of natural surveillance from the buildings. In the
interests of sustainability and reducing emissions, the new properties have been
arranged to make best use of passive solar gain.

8.11

It is acknowledged that the proposal will introduce a flatted block into the
immediate surroundings, which is a relatively rare building type for the area.
Nevertheless, the block will be a maximum of three stories, only on the southern
corner element, where it will be well screened by the surrounding properties and
will act as an entrance feature to the wider development. The use of facing brick
and timber effect cladding through the development will also help integrate it with
the surrounding properties, where these finishes are common.

8.12

The design and layout of the development is considered to accord with the
principles established through the Cromlet Masterplan which is recommended for
approval under reference 21/03683/PIP.

Access and Travel
8.13

Vehicle access to the site will be from a new junction with the public road at
Castle Avenue. While the Community Council’s concerns regarding parking on
Castle Avenue are noted, WSP on behalf of the Transport Planning Team
considered the proposed access arrangements acceptable. The matter of
capacity of the Tomich junction has been considered through the application for
planning permission in principle, where neither Transport Scotland nor Transport
Planning objected to the application. The proposal will require a further Roads
Construction Consent (RCC) to be secured, during the assessment of which there
will be further scrutiny of the access arrangements, street layout and materials
specifications proposed.

8.14

While the development is focussed on the delivery of the ‘place over movement’
principle in Designing Streets, car ownership and usage requires to be
accommodated, including provision of suitable parking facilities. There is sufficient
provision of parking spaces on the basis that a proportion of the parking within the
site is not allocated to a particular property. A proportion of the parking
requirements are fulfilled on street, serving as a passive traffic claiming measure.
Minor adjustments to the street and parking layout may be required through the
Road Construction Consent process, but this is not anticipated to affect the layout
of the development. Detailed cycle parking arrangements will be secured via
condition.

8.15

The ‘Black Path’ core route will be retained, with new paths connecting from the
wider development. Following the Access Officer’s comments, the applicant has
submitted amended drawings that incorporate ‘bell mouth’ junctions between the
pavement and the linking paths to the core path. Overall, the indicative access
proposals are considered to accord with the road safety considerations of
Highland wide Local Development Plan Policies 28, 29 and 34 and the
considerations of the Designing Streets national policy statement and the public
access considerations of Highland wide Local Development Plan Policy 77.

8.16

Considering the climate emergency, it is considered appropriate to facilitate the
transition toward the phasing out of diesel and petrol cars. The applicant has
designated ten electric car charging provision within the development. The full
details of the design and operation of these can be secured by condition.
Flood risk, drainage and servicing

8.17

While the wider site is not designated as at risk of coastal or fluvial flooding,
isolated areas of potential pluvial (surface water) flood risk are identified in the
Phase 1 area. Surface water runoff from the roofs and roads will first be collected
in an attenuation cell structure, before being discharged to an existing Scottish
Water surface water sewer to the south along Cromlet Drive. Such an
arrangement is considered acceptable for brownfield redevelopment proposals
such as these and the principle of delayed discharge into the Scottish Water
network has been agreed with the agency.

8.18

In relation to the applicant’s surface water drainage proposals, the Flood Risk
Management Team are satisfied with the proposals, subject to a condition to
secure that the final drainage design is submitted for their review and approval in
advance of any development commencing. This review shall include confirmation
of agreed surface water discharge rates from the site into the existing Scottish
Water network. Some elements of the surface water drainage strategy will also be
considered via the Roads Construction Consent process.

8.19

The new proposed homes will connect to the existing water supply and public
sewer network. Suitable space is designated for the storage and uplift of refuse
bins, in accordance with the Councils Managing Waste in New Developments
guidance.
Amenity

8.20

Due to the orientation of the new homes north – south, most overshadowing will
fall within the application site boundaries. The proposals do not raise direct
window to window loss of privacy issues with respect to the established housing
in the surroundings. The representation concerns are acknowledged in that some
overlooking of properties on Harbour View and their garden areas, adjacent the
site to the west, may result. Any overlooking, however, will mostly be onto the
side gables of these properties. The ground-floor habitable room windows of the
new dwellings will be screened by the rear boundary treatment, to be secured via
condition. Any overlooking from the first floor of the new dwellings will also be
from bedrooms rather than habitable rooms. Although within the normal 18m
separation distance between windows, it is considered acceptable in this instance
given the nature of the potential occupancy of the rooms in question. A degree of
overlooking is common to all established residential areas and it is considered for
the reasons discussed above that on balance, there will be no significant longterm impact on the privacy of the adjacent houses.

8.21

The applicant has been in long term discussions with the Council’s Contaminated
Land Team, with respect to the former uses of the site. There have been several
past site investigations that serve as an evidence base. The applicant is required
by condition, to provide a scheme to deal with potential contamination in advance
of any development taking place.
Impact on natural heritage, landscaping and open space

8.22

The applicant has submitted an outline landscaping and planting plan for the site.
Most of the mature trees along the site boundaries with Gordon Terrace and
Castle Avenue will be retained as proposed, maintaining the important
contribution of these trees to the streetscene and the visual amenity of the
surrounding area, as well as to its biodiversity. Following consultation with the
Forestry Officer, the Phase 1 site layout has been modified to safeguard exiting
trees adjacent to the site. Communal greenspace and a parking courtyard in the
northwest corner of the site has been rearranged and the curtilage of one of the

proposed house plots redrawn to maintain control over retained trees here and to
create a buffer with the adjacent garden ground. A condition is attached to secure
details of a factoring agreement to ensure the established trees and new planting
are correctly maintained.
8.23

As some trees are required to be removed to accommodate the development,
compensatory tree planting is proposed within the new landscaped areas, the full
details of which will be secured by condition. New planting will be of native
species of trees, scrub and hedging. New areas of species rich long grass areas
will be sown alongside retained areas of scrub / grasslands and native species
woodland thicket planting will be undertaken. Following their establishment, the
species rich, long grass areas proposed to be planted along the site boundaries
and in the central greenspace, will be cut back annually into promote the
wildflowers within the seed mix. Each of the new houses, cottage flats and ground
floor flats will be provided with an area of garden ground, finished in either gravel,
block paving or turf. A feature stone wall will be installed at the main entrance
point to the development. Front gardens to the new houses will be defined with
beech or laurel hedging. The rear garden areas will be demarcated with timber
fencing.

8.24

The site is not located within any natural heritage designations or habitats for
protected species. The impact on the Cromarty Firth SSSI, SPA and Ramsar sites
in the wider area is considered minimal. The applicant has submitted an
ecological assessment report in support of the proposals and pre commencement
protected species surveys will be secured by condition, given their scale and
significance within the local area.
Developer Contributions

8.25

Policy 31 requires that, where developments create a need for new or improved
public services, facilities or infrastructure, the developer makes a fair and
reasonable contribution in cash or kind towards these additional costs or
requirements. The application site is located within the catchment area of Park
Primary School and Invergordon Academy. Since a fire in 2020, Park Primary
School has been accommodated in the Invergordon Academy Campus. As part of
the Development Plans Team consultation response, the School Roll Forecast
was re-run. Around half of the capacity of the site was already programmed into
the Housing Land Audit forecast associated with the Inner Moray Firth Local
Development Plan (IMFLDP) The remaining 50 units were programmed into the
years 6-8 of the forecast. However, this did not result in a requirement for
developer contributions towards either the primary or secondary schools as the
neither school would be over 90% capacity as a result of the new homes
proposed.

8.26

Contributions will be required to support the expansion of the Invergordon Leisure
Centre, associated with the IMFLDP delivery programme. A total contribution for
the whole development of £94,767 will be paid prior to the release of the planning
permission in principle.

8.27

The applicant has noted that they intend to pay these contributions up front. This
is of benefit to the Council as it ensures that a proportion of the finances are
available at the outset to facilitate delivery.
Other material considerations

8.28

The site is not within any wider designations of historic or cultural significance;
however, it is considered to have archaeological potential due to the wider history.
A programme of work for the survey and recording of any features of
archaeological and historic interest in advance of development or site clearance
will be secured via condition.

8.29

Given the scale of the project, several further assessments will require to be
secured by condition in advance of a start on site. A Construction Noise Mitigation
Scheme and Dust Mitigation Scheme to effectively manage the potential impacts
during construction. Additionally, vibration arising from site works must not exceed
a recommended value as secured by condition. A Construction Traffic
Management Plan (CTMP) will also be required to manage vehicles routing and
movements during this phase.
Non-material considerations

8.30

The representation comments raised the issue of the impact of the new
development on the value of surrounding properties. This is not a material
consideration within the planning system.

9.

CONCLUSION

9.1

This application brings forward the first phase of development on a significant
housing land allocation within the local development plan. The applicant has
taken forward a master planning approach that considers the phasing necessary
to deliver a mix of tenure and types of new homes on the site

9.2

The layout and design of the development is considered, for the most part, to
accord with good practice and reflects the principles contained with Designing
Streets and Creating Places, subject to matters of detail being addressed via
planning conditions.

9.3

All relevant matters have been taken into account when appraising this
application. It is considered that the proposal accords with the principles and
policies contained within the Development Plan and is acceptable in terms of all
other applicable material considerations.

10.

IMPLICATIONS

10.1

Resource: Not applicable

10.2

Legal: Not applicable

10.3

Community (Equality, Poverty and Rural): Not applicable

10.4

Climate Change/Carbon Clever: Electric vehicle charging facilities will be provided
and active travel connections have been considered from the outset to help
promote the use of non-car based transport.

10.5

Risk: Not applicable

10.6

Gaelic: Not applicable

11.

RECOMMENDATION
Action required before decision issued
Payment of developer contribution

Y

Subject to the above actions, it is recommended to GRANT the application
subject to the following conditions and reasons

Design and materials
1

No development shall commence until the materials to be used in
external finishes (including but not limited to finishes of walls, roofs,
rainwater goods, windows and doors) of any and all built structures
(inclusive of houses, flats, cycle stores and bin stores), have been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that these matters can be considered in detail.

2

No development shall commence until a scheme detailing secure,
covered cycle parking spaces for the flatted blocks has been submitted
and approved in writing by the Planning Authority. For the avoidance of
doubt the scheme shall include cycle stores provided and formed in
accordance with The Highland Council's Roads and Transportation
Guidelines for New Developments prior to first occupation of the
elements of the development to which they relate, thereafter being
maintained for this use in perpetuity.
Reason: To ensure that these matters can be considered in detail.

3

No development shall commence until the material finish of all roads
within the development have been submitted to and approved in writing
by the Planning Authority
Reason: To ensure that these matters can be considered in detail to
ensure the character and identity of the site is maintained in the
interests of place making.

4

No development shall commence until the exact siting and design of all
on street above ground infrastructure (including electrical substations,
junction boxes and broadband cabinets) has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that these matters can be considered in detail in
the interests of place making.

5

No development shall commence until a scheme detailing the proposed
hard and soft landscaping works related to that phase or sub-phase.
Details of the scheme shall include:
i. All earthworks and existing and finished ground levels in
relation to an identified fixed datum point;
ii. A plan showing existing landscaping features and
vegetation to be retained;
iii. The location and design, including materials, of any
proposed walls, fences, gates, seating and other
landscaping features, within each open space including
1:20 scale plans showing the detail of the feature. For the
avoidance of doubt no close board timber fences above
the height of 1.2m shall be erected on a boundary which
faces a street, road or open space;
iv. The location, type and design, including materials product
name and specification, of any proposed play equipment
and associated safety features (if required), including 1:20
scale plans, within each open space;
v.

All soft landscaping and planting works, including plans
and schedules showing the location, species and size of
each individual tree and/or shrub and planting densities,
with no fruit bearing trees; and

vi. A programme for preparation, completion and
subsequent on-going maintenance and protection of all
landscaping works.
Landscaping works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
scheme. All planting, seeding or turfing as may be comprised in the
approved details shall be carried out in the first planting and seeding
seasons following the commencement of that phase of development to
which the scheme relates.
Any trees or plants which within a period of five years from the completion
of the phase of development to which they relate, die, for whatever reason
are removed or damaged shall be replaced in the next planting season
with others of the same size and species.
Reason: To ensure that these matters can be considered in detail.

Roads and access
6

No building within the application site shall be occupied unless the
vehicular access into the site from the Castle Avenue has been laid out
and constructed substantially in accordance with Drawing No. 103 REV
C ‘Road Layout’, produced by Ramsay and Chalmers Ltd., or such
other drawings as may subsequently be approved in writing by the
planning authority
Reason: In the interests of road safety and the effective management
of the transport network.

7

No development shall commence until the details of cycle parking
provision and storage have been provided in line with the standards set
out in The Highland Council's Roads and Transportation Guidelines.
Thereafter the approved details shall be implemented.
Reason: To ensure an appropriate level of cycle parking is provided
within the development.

8

No development shall commence each phase or sub- phase until a
Construction Traffic Management Plan (including a routing plan for
construction vehicles) has been submitted to, and approved in writing
by, the Planning Authority. This shall ensure no Heavy Goods Vehicle
traffic movements or deliveries to the site during school pick up or drop
off times for Park Primary School, South Lodge Primary School and
Invergordon Academy. The approved Construction Traffic Management
Plan shall be implemented prior to development commencing and
remain in place until the development is complete.
Reason: To maintain safety for road traffic and the traffic moving to
and from the development, and to ensure that the transportation of
abnormal loads will not have any detrimental effect on the road
network.

9

No part of development shall be occupied until all roads and
pavements within the application site as they relate to each particular
phase are formed to base course level. All roads intended to link with
future phases of development or to other adjoining sites shall be taken
to the edge of the application site or phase or sub-phase of the site
with no impediments. Thereafter, the final wearing surface shall be
applied concurrently with the construction of the last residential home,
or upon the expiry of a period of three years from the date of first
occupation, whichever is the sooner.
Reason: To ensure that an adequate level of access is timeously
provided for the development; in the interests of road safety and
amenity.

10

No development shall commence on until a scheme has been
submitted detailing the provision electric vehicle charging points. The
scheme shall include:
I.

identification of locations for communal electric vehicle charging
points serving flatted developments and located in communal
parking areas and these charging point locations are to be made
available to The Highland Council or other public body for the
installation of the charging point infrastructure;

II.

the provision of infrastructure, defined as the provision of cabling
from the consumer unit within the property to an external point,
to allow charging of electric vehicles within the curtilage of each
house in each phase, where the house has in-curtilage car
parking provision;

III.

a timescale for implementation for infrastructure within each
phase; and

IV.

outline detail of a communication pack to be provided to each
household on first occupation explaining how they can access
electric vehicle charging infrastructure.

The approved scheme(s) shall be implemented in line with the
approved timescales
Reason: To facilitate the move toward the reduction in reliance of
petrol and diesel cars.
11

No development shall commence until full details of all surface water
drainage provision within the application site (which shall accord with
the principles of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) and be
designed to the standards outlined in Sewers for Scotland Fourth
Edition, or any superseding guidance prevailing at the time) have been
submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Planning Authority. These
details shall include confirmation of agreed surface water discharge
rates from the site into the existing Scottish Water network. Network
simulations and flood routing plans shall be provided that demonstrate
that storms up to and including the 1 in 200 year plus climate event will
be managed within the site boundary without flooding to property or
critical roads. Thereafter, only the approved details shall be
implemented and all surface water drainage provision shall be
completed prior to the first occupation of any of the development.
Reason: To ensure that surface water drainage is provided timeously
and complies with the principles of SUDS; in order to protect the water
environment.

12

Before the first occupation, a scheme for the maintenance in perpetuity
of all on-site green spaces and/or woodland and/or sports facilities,
features or parts of the development that are not the exclusive property

of any identifiable individual house owner such as communal parking
areas, landscaping within the adopted carriageway, the common
entrances to flatted developments and estate lighting, and those
elements of surface water drainage regimes not maintained either by
the Highland Council or Scottish Water for that Phase, shall be
submitted to and agreed in writing by the planning Authority. The
agreed scheme, which shall accord with the Highland Council's
adopted standards contained within 'Open Space in Residential
Development' and the provisions of the Property Factors (Scotland) Act
2011, shall be implemented thereafter to the satisfaction of the
planning authority.
Reason: In the interests of amenity and to ensure that open space and
recreational facilities are maintained in accordance with the Council's
standards.
Contaminated land
13

No development shall commence until a scheme to deal with potential
contamination on site has been submitted to and agreed in writing by
the Planning Authority. The scheme shall include:
a) the nature, extent and type of contamination on site and
identification of pollutant linkages and assessment of risk (i.e. a
land contamination investigation and risk assessment), the
scope and method of which shall be submitted to and agreed in
writing by with the Planning Authority, and undertaken in
accordance with PAN 33 (2000) and British Standard BS
10175:2011+A2:2017 Investigation of Potentially Contaminated
Sites - Code of Practice;
b) the measures required to treat/remove contamination (remedial
strategy) including a method statement, programme of works,
and proposed verification plan to ensure that the site is fit for the
uses proposed;
c) measures to deal with contamination during construction works;
d) in the event that remedial action be required, a validation report
that will validate and verify the completion of the agreed
decontamination measures;
e) in the event that monitoring is required, monitoring statements
shall be submitted at agreed intervals for such time period as is
considered appropriate by the Planning Authority.
No development shall commence until written confirmation has been
received that the scheme has been implemented, completed and, if
required, monitoring measurements are in place, all to the satisfaction
of the Planning Authority.

Reason: In order to ensure that the site is suitable for redevelopment,
given the nature of previous uses/processes on the site.
Construction phase
14

Prior to construction commencing the applicant shall submit, for the
written approval of the planning authority, a construction noise
mitigation scheme which demonstrates how the applicant/contractor
will ensure the best practicable measures are implemented in order to
reduce the impact of construction noise. The assessment should
include but is not limited to the following: •

A description of the most significant noise sources in terms of
equipment; processes or phases of construction.

•

The proposed operating hours and the estimated duration of the
works for each phase.

•

A detailed plan showing the location of noise sources, noise
sensitive premises and any survey measurement locations if
required).

•

A description of noise mitigation methods that will be put in
place including the proposals for community liaison. The best
practice found in BS5228 Code of practice for noise and
vibration control on construction and open sites should be
followed. Any divergence requires to be justified.

Thereafter the development shall progress in accordance with the
approved Noise Mitigation Scheme and all approved mitigation
measures shall be in place prior to construction commencing or as
otherwise may be agreed in writing by the Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to safeguard the amenity of neighbouring properties
and occupants.
15

Vibration arising from construction works associated with this
development shall not exceed the following limits as measured or
calculated at any noise sensitive in accordance with BS 52282:2009+A1:2014 Code of practice for noise and vibration control on
construction and open sites – Part2: Vibration
•

Monday to Friday 8am to 6pm. The peak particle velocity shall
not exceed 5 mm·s−1

•

Saturdays 8am to 1pm. The peak particle velocity shall not
exceed 5 mm·s−1

•

Out-with the above times, the peak particle velocity shall not
exceed 0.3 mm·s-1

The above limits apply to all construction activities other than blasting.
For blasting, it is expected that the best practicable measures will be
employed to minimise the impact of noise and vibration.
Reason: In order to safeguard the amenity of neighbouring properties
and occupants.
16

Prior to the development commencing, the applicant shall submit, for
the written approval of the planning authority, details of a dust
mitigation scheme designed to protect neighbouring properties from
dust arising from this development.
Thereafter the development shall progress in accordance with the
approved dust suppression scheme and all approved mitigation
measures shall be in place prior to the commencement of operations or
as otherwise may be agreed in writing by the Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to safeguard the amenity of neighbouring properties
and occupants.
Protected species

17

No development shall commence until a protected species precommencement survey has been undertaken and a report of survey
has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Planning
Authority. The survey shall cover both the application site and an area
of 20 metres in all directions from the boundary of application site and
the report of survey shall include mitigation measures where any
impact, or potential impact, on protected species or their habitat has
been identified. Development and work shall progress in accordance
with any mitigation measures contained within the approved report of
survey and the timescales contain therein.
Reason: To ensure that the site and its environs are surveyed and the
development does not have an adverse impact on protected species or
habitat.
Landscaping, Trees and Open Space

18

No trees within the application site shall be cut down, uprooted, topped,
lopped (including roots) or wilfully damaged in any way, without the
prior written permission of the Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to ensure the protection of retained trees, which are
important amenity assets, both during construction and thereafter.

19

No development or work (including site clearance) shall commence
until the following information has been submitted and subsequently
approved in writing by the planning authority, in accordance with
BS5837:2012 (Trees in Relation to Design, Demolition and
Construction):

I.

Details of Site Supervision and Compliance Monitoring

II.

Tree Protection Plan

III.

Tree Management Plan

Reason: In order to ensure the protection of retained trees, which are
important amenity assets, both during construction and thereafter.
Archaeology
20

No development or work (including site clearance) shall commence
until a programme of work for the survey, evaluation, preservation and
recording of any archaeological and historic features affected by the
proposed development/work, including a timetable for investigation,
has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Planning
Authority. The approved programme shall be implemented in
accordance with the agreed timetable for investigation.
Reason: In order to protect the archaeological and historic interest of
the site.
Other

21

For the avoidance of doubt, no pipework for heating and ventilation
shall be installed on the exterior of the flatted blocks on any elevation
which faces the public road
Reason: In the interests of visual amenity.

22

For the avoidance of doubt all properties within the application site
shall be of an affordable housing tenure as defined by the Developer
Contributions Supplementary Guidance (Adopted 2018), or any other
guidance that updates, supersedes or replaces the aforementioned
guidance.
Reason: To ensure the development is delivered as affordable housing
as per the provisions of the Permission in Principle for the application
site and to clarify the development which has been applied for.
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